
MARKETING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFORMATION

If you had access to the best data and the most innovative marketing technology available, what would you do with it?  
In a recent study, enterprise marketers and media companies were asked how their organization could best leverage 
marketing technology to optimize the value it generates through the use of audience data. Respondents selected their 
top three, with these results:

Does your marketing technology support your future business goals?
As an enterprise marketer, you know that not having the right marketing technology ecosystem in place can be 
detrimental to your organization in. It can result in: 

• Sub-optimal technology investments
•  The inability to meet the needs of the evolving business and consumer
• Being leap-frogged by competitors that master these capabilities
• Spending more, getting less

How we do it
Driven by industry best practices and maturity models, we review CRM business needs and assess the underlying 
enabling technology capabilities to determine what’s working, what’s not working, and what technology is needed to 
enable a people-based marketing transformation. 



MARKETING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFORMATION

Our Offerings:
• Marketing Technology Strategy & Roadmap • Strategic Advisor Services • Data Assessment 

• Cloud Transformation Strategy • Tech Stack Assessment

Why Merkle?
Marketing technology is the core enabler in Merkle’s 28-year legacy of providing customer-centric marketing services to 
the best brands in the world. As explosive growth in digital has driven a movement to people-based marketing, Merkle has 
helped more than 50 organizations develop and execute technology strategy initiatives. We help to bridge the CIO/CMO 
gap by developing an actionable sequence of recommendations that are tied to specific marketing goals and outcomes.

Our technology team consists of more than 800 professionals, including subject matter experts in every component of 
the marketing stack. Our hands-on experience with technology implementations has shaped our real-world approach to 
developing strategic, technology-agnostic recommendations. Our proprietary maturity and best-practices frameworks 
focus on efficiency, speed, and the optimization of business value.

US Regional Bank Case Study
Challenge:  
The client’s transformation was impeded by customer data silos, inadequate analytics, and a lack of fully integrated 
technology – limiting the ability to target customers across digital channels. 

Approach: 
We established a technology platform to execute a full-spectrum people-based marketing strategy. 

• Inventoried over 45 marketing tech and data systems across ten departments and three brands

• Defined seven key business value drivers and 24 capabilities needed to achieve them

• Designed foundational multi-channel future state ecosystem concept to address technology gaps 

• Created a 3-5 year technology and operating roadmap, weighing investment against ROI

Results: 
We delivered a multi-year marketing technology strategy and roadmap with actionable technology initiatives. Outcomes 
included:

• Executive alignment on technology initiatives and investments 

• Centralized consumer database, free from information silos 

• Personalized consumer interactions linked to business value drivers and desired capabilities

• Potential ROI from recommendations exceeds $150M 

Take our marketing technology assessment at www2.merkleinc.com/assessment or send an email to 
marketing@merkleinc.com to arrange a meeting with one of our experts.

How to get started? 


